Magnetic resonance imaging: implication in acute ischemic stroke management.
Multimodality magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques, including diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), perfusion-weighted imaging (PWI), fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), T2 susceptibility imaging, and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), quickly provide accurate information about ischemic penumbra (DWI/PWI mismatch), tissue perfusion, and vascular localization in acute stroke setting. These techniques help physicians to select the proper candidates for thrombolysis and/or neuroprotective treatment to salvage tissue at risk (mismatch) and monitor acute stroke patients after treatment. Recent and ongoing trials demonstrate the benefit of treating acute stroke patients depending on tissue at risk of infarction rather than timing of onset. These techniques will extend timing to salvage ischemic brain tissue beyond the 3-hour window. MRI is a powerful tool for managing acute stroke patients and helps elucidate the pathophysiology of cerebral ischemia in a given patient.